
WE PROVIDE SUPERIOR VALUE IN THESE 4 AREAS:

SECURELY HOUSE YOUR DATA 
•  Independently Certified, HIPAA-Compliant Protocols 
    and Computing Environment 

•  ISO/IEC/SOC/CSA/PCI DSS Compliant Technology 
    Infrastructure 

•  State of the Art Security Protocols for Applications 
    and Databases 

Our actionable decision analytics employ hundreds of
proprietary algorithms to help organizations uncover wasteful
inefficiencies and discover potential cost savings in their
population’s medical and pharmacy utilization, leading to
improved plan design, lower overall cost, improved care
outcomes 

Sophisticated, proprietary data acquisition and management
methodologies facilitate quick and efficient implementation
and onboarding of new clients.

We deliver sophisticated longitudinal analysis
based on the Johns Hopkins ACG® System and
HCQ’s DataIQ predictive algorithm to predict
future risk in patients and employer groups and
evaluate the financialimpact to the risk holders.

We have integrated medical, Rx, dental and
vision claims with premium data, demographics, and
patient risk assessment factors to create proprietary
models that stratify and predict medical and
financial risk, future cost and utilization

Better Health. Better Outcomes. Better Bottom Lines. 
Contact us now to see how we can help you predict and minimize your ever-increasing health plan costs! 
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Health Cost IQ's predictive analytics tools empower 
employers and decision-makers to forecast and 
drastically reduce mounting health care costs while 
improving the lives of the populations they serve.

HCQ has delivered many client success stories, including 
helping a self-funded employer eliminate a wasteful 
program that saved them $300,000 (and $1 Million over 
12 months). 

POPULATION HEALTH

RISK MODELING

OPPORTUNITY DISCOVERY

DATA MANAGEMENT



ABOUT US
Health Cost IQ is a technology ecosystem that helps minimize excessive healthcare spending through a proven 
methodology that identifies various risk factors present in medically insured populations, analyzes the risks, and 
provides clear solutions to help clients minimize those risks, thus reducing unnecessary costs and saving organiza-
tions money.

CONTACT US TODAY !
Whether you are a large or small employer or a consortium of employers or public school districts looking to make 
sense of your claims, pharmacy, and premium data, or a professional employer organization (PEO) looking to 
deliver the best value to your clients, or a health plan fiduciary with legal and financial responsibilities for your 
organization's health plan, the challenges are largely the same, and they tend to revolve around how best to make 
health data actionable and use it to drive decision-making in order to increase value and lower costs. Find out how 
Health Cost IQ can help you achieve these goals today.

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
"Thank you. That is what I thought and hoped. I am enjoying diving in now and am getting what I need. Your respon-
siveness has been EXCELLENT. Jude, I wanted to add that David and Holly have been great partners in helping me get 
what I need from the data collected. Thanks for assigning them to our groups." 

- Brian Lewis, VP of Operations, Shafley Plan Management Services 

"THIS IS AWESOME!!! I just can't contain my excitement!! I think our carriers will be thrilled as well. THANKS David and 
crew for going above and beyond my expectations!!" 

- Jean Ann Cloud, Asst. Benefit Plan Admin — Operations, EPC

"Holly and David are EXCELLENT at peeling apart the data and helping isolate and teach me where to obtain the info
I need, AND are developing new dashboards and reports patiently with me and my availability. Whenever I do ask a 
question I receive a response same or next day!"

- Anonymous Client Contact via HCQ Client Feedback Survey 

"I ran November HCQ reports versus my spreadsheets and can't contain my excitement. I had to share the excitement 
with all of you as ALL YOUR HARD WORK IS PAYING OFF!! David, Holly & Khan, I couldn't have done this without your 
patience during all our calls, emails to understand our structure craziness!! YOU GUYS ROCK!!! Jude, you have an 
AWESOME crew working for you!!" 

- Anonymous Client Contact via HCQ Client Feedback Survey
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